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"What would happen if Adolf Hitler woke up in modern-day Berlin? In a bestselling satirical novel, he'd end
up a TV comedy star . . . [Look Who's Back] has unsurprisingly sparked debate in a country that has grappled
for decades with Hitler's unconscionable legacy."
-Time

Timur Vermes' record-breaking bestseller, Look Who's Back, is a satirical novel that imagines what would
happen if Hilter reawakened in present-day Germany. The book was a massive success in Germany, selling
more than 1.5 million copies. Janet Maslin of The New York Times called Look Who's Back"desperately
funny . . . an ingenious comedy of errors."

In the novel, Adolf Hitler wakes up in 2011 from a 66-year sleep in his subterranean Berlin bunker to find
the Germany he knew entirely changed: Internet-driven media spreads ideas in minutes and fumes celebrity
obsession; immigration has produced multicultural neighborhoods bringing together people of varying race,
ethnicity, and religion; and the most powerful person in government is a woman. Hitler is immediately
recognized . . . as an impersonator of uncommon skill. The public assumes the fulminating leader of the Nazi
party is a performer who is always in character, and soon his inevitable viral appeal begets YouTube
stardom, begets television celebrity on a Turkish-born comedian's show. His bigoted rants are mistaken for a
theatrical satire-exposing prejudice and misrepresentation-and his media success emboldens Hitler to start
his own political party, and set the country he finds a shambles back to rights.

With daring and dark humor, Look Who's Back skewers the absurdity and depravity of the cult of personality
in modern media culture.
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From reader reviews:

Loretta Faria:

The particular book Look Who's Back has a lot details on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of help. The book was authored by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just
before write this book. This specific book very easy to read you may get the point easily after reading this
book.

Randy Gable:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the free time or they will get
wide range of stress from both day to day life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have extra time, we
will say absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we question again, what kind of activity do
you possess when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then
ever try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, typically the
book you have read will be Look Who's Back.

John Tovar:

Look Who's Back can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this e-book has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort that
will put every word into delight arrangement in writing Look Who's Back although doesn't forget the main
level, giving the reader the hottest and also based confirm resource details that maybe you can be considered
one of it. This great information can easily drawn you into new stage of crucial thinking.

John Rivera:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your selected book? Or your book has been rare? Why
so many problem for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
reading, not only science book and also novel and Look Who's Back or even others sources were given
understanding for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel need to read more and more.
Science e-book was created for teacher as well as students especially. Those ebooks are helping them to
include their knowledge. In different case, beside science e-book, any other book likes Look Who's Back to
make your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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